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Babies can learn to sign before they can speak, and sign language gives them a way to 
express their wants and needs, easing their frustration. It allows parents to know what 
their babies are thinking, curb challenging behavior, and have fun “chatting” about 
daily activities. A special world of communication awaits you, where you will create 
wonderful memories that will last your family a lifetime. With this easy-to-follow 
program, you and your baby will enjoy learning American Sign Language (ASL) signs.

Sara Bingham is the proud mom of two signing 
children and the founder of WeeHands, a sign 
language program with instructors across North 
America. Sara holds a BA in Linguistics and one 
in Psychology, as well as an honors post-graduate 
diploma in Communicative Disorders. She is  
a frequent contributor to and moderator for  
parenting magazines and baby-related websites. 
WeeHands has been featured extensively in 
national newspapers, magazines and television.

Includes 450 ASL Signs for Babies & Toddlers

This quick and comprehensive course in baby signing features a program that 

parents can customize according to their family’s needs and offers age-specific 

advice on how to teach sign language as your child grows and develops.
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THREE GREAT REASONS to 
use American Sign Language 
(ASL) with your baby:

1. It allows babies to 
communicate before they 
can talk.

2. Research supports and 
encourages its use.

3. The ability to sign 
enhances learning and 
may lessen frustrations.

change
Hand Shape: “A” shape with both hands, palms  
facing each other

Body Space: at chest level

Movement: twist hands and reverse position

Memory Aid: indicating your hands changing  
position

Date Introduced: __________________________

Date Produced: ___________________________

Just one of the 450 ASL signs included in the dictionary


